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Introduction

The purpose of this report is to summarize what I have achieved in the framework of Télécom Paris’ AI
option research project.

My project, entitled “Automatically inferring the document class used in a scientific article”, is carried
out within the École Normale Supérieure, and more particularly within the Valda team at Inria Paris. It is
co-supervised by Pierre Senellart, university professor at École Normale Supérieure and head of the Valda
team, and Antoine Amarilli, associate professor at Télécom Paris.

There are several interests in automatically determining the class of scientific papers. What we call here
“document class” or just “class” is the document class command used in LaTeX to structure the paper. It is
usually associated with the journal or conference in which the paper is to be published, but it is not necessarily
the case. First, achieving this identification task could make it easier to determine whether a paper is avail-
able in open access or not, since it is usually linked to the journal in which it is published. This is what the
Dissemin project (https://dissem.in/) is about. Another interest lies in extracting information directly
from the papers. Indeed, the TheoremKB project (https://github.com/PierreSenellart/theoremkb)
aims to develop a knowledge base consisting of theorems, lemmas and definitions extracted from scientific
articles. Thus, knowing the document class of an article informs us about the structuring of the papers (how
theorems are structured for instance), and must therefore facilitate the extraction of information relating to
its contents.

The field of information extraction from scholarship publications is an already well studied area [Lop09]
[BGSF10] [KLN10] (other publications in this field can be found at https://csxstatic.ist.psu.edu/

downloads/software). However, the subject of predicting document classes, especially with computer-
vision based approaches, is something that, to our knowledge, has not yet been studied. The objective of
this work is therefore to develop algorithms to identify this document class automatically. However, this
task is more complex than it seems, and this is for two main reasons.

The first reason is that we must work on algorithms that are generalizable to (in theory) any document
class, from any field (it could be mathematics, social sciences, IT, and so on). This means that we cannot
focus on the content of the papers, but only on their structure and properties. The second difficulty lies in the
fact that there are hundreds of document classes, some of them containing really heterogeneous documents,
and that it is impossible to train an algorithm that observes them all. It is therefore necessary to think
about solutions to find a balance between completeness and realism.

My work focused on these two issues. In order to propose solutions, I considered two different approaches.
The first approach is to generate, from the PDF documents of the papers, relevant characteristics (or fea-
tures) allowing to discriminate the different classes of documents. These characteristics are therefore selected
manually according to what is known about the document classes, and learning algorithms are then used to
make automatic inference. This approach will be presented in the first chapter of this report. The second
approach is to rely on computer vision methods. Indeed, we make the hypothesis that by providing the com-
puter with images of the papers, it will succeed in extracting relevant characteristics, potentially different
from those that we considered relevant as a human in the first approach, but that are geometric. This will
be presented in the second chapter of this report.
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Chapter 1

Presentation of the data

In this chapter, we present the data we will be using to train the different models.

First, to be able to learn the document classes from scientific articles, we need a large corpus of scientific
articles. We decided to make an extraction of such a corpus from arXiv (https://arxiv.org/), which is a
free and open-access archive for scientific papers. For each paper that we extracted, we have access to the
PDF of the document, as well as the LATEX source code written in order to generate it.

The processing and extraction of features from the PDF documents will be presented in the next two sec-
tions, since each approach exploits the document differently. But the extraction of the document classes (also
later called ground-truths values, or simply ground truth), is common for both approaches. This extraction
of thanks to the LATEX archive only can be hard in certain cases. In fact, since it is the \documentclass

command that defines the document class, we sometimes find comments where this command appears or
multiple definitions of different document classes. However, this only represents a really small amount of
cases. Thus, by adding some filters in order to handle most of the cases, we will consider that extracting the
\documentclass command is sufficient to know the document class.

Also, in order to ensure a diversity of papers and fields, we took a set of papers from the year 2018.
This set is mostly about papers in sciences (mathematics, physics, computer science and so on), since arXiv
mostly focuses on archiving scientific articles in these fields. However, the methods that will be presented in
the next two chapters can be adapted to any fields where papers are published, as long as they are generated
through the use of LATEX with a defined \documentclass.

We end up having around 100 000 documents for more than 1 200 different document classes. But most
documents are written from only a few classes of documents. Figure 1.1 shows the percentage of papers
covered by the main document classes in increasing order. By only keeping the 20 main classes, we already
cover 90% of the papers. More than half of the different document classes only have one sample, which makes
them unusable for a statistical learning model. We must therefore limit ourselves to a sufficiently significant
number of classes. We decided to keep only classes that represent at least one thousandth of the total data,
which correspond to a little more than 100 distinct samples per class. By considering this criterion, we only
keep 43 classes, covering 95% of the data. We also add a 44-th document class “other”, in which we will
put all the remaining examples, plus the document class “article”, which is the most frequent class among
our set of papers, and which is the default document class that is too heterogeneous to be considered as one
possible document class.
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Figure 1.1: Cumulative coverage of papers by the main document classes

By looking at the names of the extracted document classes, we quickly observe similarities between class
names. Examples include aastex6, aastex61, and aastex62, ieeeconf and ieeetran, as well as amsart
and amsproc. It is therefore likely that some classes are in fact very similar, but the only similarity in name
is not enough to justify a merge of these classes. We could also miss similar classes whose names are too
different to predict that they are similar. That is why we decided to detect classes to be merged by using an
editing distance directly on the source codes of the classes of documents. These source codes can be found
online, or in our case, directly in the source folders extracted from arXiv (where we also find the .tex files).
In general, these sources are available in .cls format and have the name of the associated document class
(for aastex61 for example, the source file is aastex61.cls).

We made the choice to use the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), which evaluates,
for a given document, the importance of each term in this document. It therefore computes a vector of
size number of words in a document and associates for each word an importance score. Once those scores
are computed for all documents (we have previously made sure to align all documents on a same vector of
possible words), we can compute a pairwise document-similarity, by computing, for all pairs of documents
(i, j) with i ̸= j:

s(i,j) = ⟨TF-IDFi,TF-IDFj⟩

This gives a score between 0 and 1, representing how similar the pair of documents is. We decided to
set a threshold at 75% to obtain a limited number of cases to study. The obtained results are presented in
Table 1.1 (since this similarity score is symmetric, we removed similarity between A and B if similarity of B
and A is already presented).

Given these results, we decided to merge some of the classes. First of all, we regrouped aastex6,
aastex61, and aastex62, since they almost are perfectly equal (we only lack less than 1% similarity). We
reach the same observation for classes report and wlscirep (100%), for llncs and svproc (99%), and for
amsart and amsproc (99 %). svjour and svjour3 also have a high similarity score (95%), as well as mn2e
and mnras (93%), and as ieeeconf and ieeetran (92%).
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Table 1.1: Pairwise similarity between document classes sources (obtained with TF-IDF)
Document class 1 Document class 2 Percentage of similarity
aa.cls llncs.cls 78%
aa.cls svproc.cls 78%
aastex6.cls aastex61.cls 99%
aastex6.cls aastex62.cls 99%
aastex61.cls aastex62.cls 100%
amsart.cls amsproc.cls 99%
iau.cls jfm.cls 89%
ieeeconf.cls ieeetran.cls 92%
iopart.cls jpconf.cls 85%
llncs.cls svjour.cls 78%
llncs.cls svjour3.cls 79%
llncs.cls svmult.cls 87%
llncs.cls svproc.cls 99%
mn2e.cls mnras.cls 93%
report.cls wlscirep.cls 100%
svjour.cls svjour3.cls 95%
svjour.cls svmult.cls 79%
svjour.cls svproc.cls 78%
svjour3.cls svmult.cls 80%
svjour3.cls svproc.cls 79%
svmult.cls svproc.cls 87%

We can also consider merges for classes that share a similarity between 85% and 90%. This is why we
decided to merge classes iau and jfm (89%), as well as classes iopart and jpconf (85%). We also have
llncs and svmult that share 87% of similarity, which can also be merged. Since llncs was already merged
with svproc, now they form a group of three classes. The relevance of this merge is also confirmed by the
fact that svmult and svproc share 87% of similarity as well.

We still have remaining similarities in the table that do not appear in the merges mentioned above. The re-
maining ones concern the two (newly) groups of merged classes svjour/svjour3 and llncs/svmult/svproc
They all share (i.e., for each possible pairs between the two groups), a pairwise similarity of around 80%. We
consider that even if this score is quite important, the merge of these two set of document classes would not
be coherent. In fact, the first group mentioned above correspond to Springer document classes for journals,
whereas the second group correspond to Springer document classes for proceedings. To confirm this choice,
we can observe that classes aa shares a similarity of 78% with classes llncs and svproc (so, from the group
llncs/svmult/svproc), but only a similarity of 61% with the classes svjour/svjour3 (not in the table due
to the threshold).

With all these merges, we end up having a total of 33 new classes, composed of both classes and groups
of merged classes. We therefore reduced the number of classes by 25%. The number of papers associated
with each of these classes is presented in Appendix A.

Now that we have defined the set of target classes, as well as the corpus of documents we will be using,
we can present the two approaches we used to achieve the classification task. These ones are presented in
the two following chapters.
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Chapter 2

Inferring document-class with
hand-designed features

In this chapter, we present the approach based on a hand-designed set of features to predict the document
class of scientific articles.

In the first section, we present PDFAlto, the tool we used to exploit the PDF documents. We then present
in the second section the features in question and how they are constructed. Then, in the third section, we
do a statistical analysis of the distribution of data through the prism of established features to justify the
use of classification methods. Finally, in the fourth and last section, we present a multi-class classification
model trained with these features, and the results we get.

2.1 From PDF files to XML representations

We now have at our disposal the document classes associated with the papers that compose our dataset.
We must now exploit these papers to extract features from them. Extracting such features directly from
documents in PDF formats is complex and difficult for a human.

This is why we use a tool called PDFAlto (https://github.com/kermitt2/pdfalto), which automat-
ically extracts information from PDF documents. More precisely, PDFAlto is a tool for parsing PDF files
and producing structured XML representations of the PDF content in ALTO format.

We can thus look for specific information about the PDF files by using the tree-structure of the XML
format. This is something that can be easily done thanks to the ElementTree object from the Python library
xml.etree.

We will now see in the next section what kind of information we want and can use to extract features of
interest for our classification problem.

2.2 Extracting hand-designed features from the papers

Before going into the technical details of the extraction of variables, it is interesting to describe the choices
of variables that we have made. We follow two main goals through the construction of this set of fea-
tures. We want to show that a classification approach is relevant, i.e., that our features, when taken per
class, are distributed differently and thus make the data separable, but also that the intuition we have
that computer vision will be efficient is relevant. This is why we chose to construct a set of five simple,
human-understandable, geometrical features. The idea of each feature took birth through the observation
of scientific papers, and through the prior knowledge that we have about how scientific papers are usually
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organized.

This is why we wanted to use : the left-horizontal margins (1), the top-vertical margins (2), the text-
columns width (3), the font-families and the font-sizes. Since the three features can be better understood
visually, an illustration on a paper taken randomly is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the first three features.

However, each of these elements is presented in multiple copies in the document. Indeed, a scientific
article often has several blocks of text, several pages and even several fonts. This is why it was necessary to
build features composed from the different instances of the elements presented above. Here they are:

• The weighted average of the left-horizontal margin. The average is made in terms of text-block
length. Let us denote mh

i the left-horizontal margin for i-th text-block of the document, and li its

vertical length. Then, the weighted average left-horizontal margin mh is defined as follows:

mh =

Nb∑
i=1

mh
i × li

Nb∑
i=1

li

where Nb denotes the number of text-blocks in the document. This is a numerical feature (float).

• The average of first top-vertical margin. We are here interested in the gap between the top-
border of the paper and the first block of content (but not the margin between the top-border and all
blocks of content). This is why we will simply average this first top-vertical margin with the number
of pages of the document. By denoting mv

i the first top-vertical margin of i-th page of the document,
the average of first top-vertical margin mv is defined as follows:

mv =

Np∑
i=1

mv
i

Np

where Np denotes the number of pages in the document. Again here, this feature is numerical (as a
float).

• The weighted average of the column width. Technically, it corresponds to the weighted average
of a text-block in a document. The weights are computed exactly as they were for the first feature,
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i.e., with the length of each text-block. We will here denote wi the width of i-th text-block in the
document, and li its vertical length. The weighted average column-width w is defined as follows:

w =

Nb∑
i=1

wi × li

Nb∑
i=1

li

where Nb is still the number of text-blocks in the document. It is also a numerical feature (float).

• The most common font-family in the document. Choosing the most common font-family requires
defining a criteria. We chose to quantify the importance of a font-family by the space it occupies in the
document. Let us denote S, the set of all strings in the document, Si the set of strings associated with
the i-th font-family of the document, and Nf the number of different font-families in the document.
We define the font-family importance of i-th font-family of the document fi as follows:

fi = 100×

∑
s∈Si

ls × ws

Nf∑
j=1

∑
s∈Sj

ls × ws

where ls is the length of string s, and ws the width of string s. The product ls×ws thus gives an area,
and we compute the portion of area that each font family occupies. To finally get the most common
font-family f family, we take the one associated with biggest font-family importance:

f family = arg max
i∈{1,...,Nf}

fi

This feature is a categorical one, since it is a string of the name of the feature.

• The most common font-size in the document. Here we are interested in the font size associated
with the most common font-family used in the document. Therefore, we need to compute the fourth
feature before this one, and then have a look at the STYLEREFS associated with the concerned font-
family in the XML document to find this font-size. It is a numerical value (an integer most of the time,
but it could be a float).

In the next section, we are going to make a statistical analysis of the dataset we obtain by computing
these features for our set of documents.

2.3 Statistical analysis

As we did when presenting the features, we are going to proceed feature by feature to present their distri-
butions. We are first going to discuss their general distribution, i.e., without being class specific. Without
getting into each class, it is important to note that PDF Alto sometimes encounters difficulties in extracting
information. We can therefore from time to time observe some surrealistic values (as negative widths, or
even “NaN” values). The results that we present here are given on cleaned data, where we already removed
such irrelevant values. We do not consider this observation as a problem, since it is only observed in a small
number of cases (for instance, concerning the first feature, we only have four negative widths and two “NaN”
values, over around 100 000 samples).

• The weighted average of the left-horizontal margin. The value of this feature is expressed in
points in the image. In the PDF format (as well as in other formats), a point is defined as 1

72 -th of
an inch. The average value of this feature is equal to 159.99 points, its median value is 166.42 points
and its standard-deviation is about 38.20. Figure 2.2 shows the plot of the histogram for this feature.
The x-axis represents the values taken by the feature (i.e., the number of points, as defined above),
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and the y-axis the corresponding frequency of these values (or in fact, these sets of values since it is a
continuous feature).

Figure 2.2: Histogram of the values taken by the weighted average of the left-horizontal margin feature

We observe what seems to be the superposition of two Gaussian-like distributions: the first with a
mean close to 140 and the other one with a mean close to 190.

• The average of first top-vertical margin. Here again, the value of this feature is expressed in
points in the image. Its average value is equal to 89.58 points, its median value is 187.39 points and
its standard-deviation is about 44.33. Figure 2.3 shows the plot of the histogram for this feature.
The x-axis represents the values taken by the feature (i.e., the number of points), and the y-axis the
corresponding frequencies.

Figure 2.3: Histogram of the values taken by the weighted average of the first top-vertical margin feature

We can also observe a Gaussian-like distribution of the data, around the value 90, with an important
peak at approximately 40 pixels.
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• The weighted average of the column width. Once again, the value of this feature is expressed
in points in the image. Its average value is equal to 242.25 points, its median value is 228.51 points
and its standard-deviation is about 65.93. Figure 2.4 shows the plot of the histogram for this feature.
The x-axis represents the values taken by the feature (i.e., the number of points), and the y-axis the
corresponding frequencies.

Figure 2.4: Histogram of the values taken by the weighted average of the column width feature

By observing the shape of the histogram, we identify what seems to be the superposition of two
Gaussian-like distributions : one which mean is around 200 points, and one which mean is around 300
points. Given the fact that the width of a page is usually around 600 points, and that some space is
kept for the margins, these two distributions most likely respectively correspond to papers with two
columns (smaller column-widths) and papers with one column (greater column-widths). Moreover, we
also observe that this histogram more or less looks like the histogram of the left-horizontal margins
with a vertical symmetry. This tends to show that the column-width represents papers with two or
one columns : the papers with two columns are more likely to have smaller horizontal margins than
papers with a single column.

• The most common font-family in the document. This feature is different from the other ones,
since it is categorical. We cannot describe it with continuous metrics, but the histogram presented in
Figure 2.5 is sufficient to correctly describe its distribution.

It is important to note that we have not displayed all possible font-families, since there are 109 of them,
and that would have become impossible to read. Instead, we only kept the font-families that have at
least 100 representatives (samples that take this value). The rest is put together into all_other. We
see that we only have a few significant font-families in terms of frequency (the three most frequent are
cmr, nimbusromnol and sfrm). This does not mean that other font families are not important, since
we have some big unbalance between document classes.

12



Figure 2.5: Histogram of the values taken by the most common font-family feature

• The most common font-size in the document. Finally, the value of this feature represents size.
Its average value is equal to 10.44, its median value is 10 and its standard-deviation is about 0.89.
Figure 2.6 shows the plot of the histogram for this feature. The x-axis represents the values taken by
the feature, and the y-axis the corresponding frequencies.

Figure 2.6: Histogram of the values taken by the most common font-size feature

We observe here that, despite the fact that it is a numerical feature, we could consider it as a categorical
one. This is due to the fact that the font-sizes associated with the most common font-families follow
some standards. The standard font-size value in LATEX most common font-families is 10 (we see that
it corresponds to more than 60% of all font-sizes), but font-sizes between 9 and 12 are also common,
as we can see in the figure.

What is also important to validate that our features makes our data separable and thus justify the use
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of classification techniques is the fact that the distribution of the features observed per-class differs from one
to another (and that they are not all equally distributed). It would not be reasonable to make an exhaustive
comparison of each sub-distribution for each class, or even to describe each of them (we would end up dis-
playing and commenting 33× 5 = 165 distributions). Instead, I will briefly comment on the observed trend
(if there is so) for each feature. Appendix B presents five images, each image containing the 33 distributions
for a given feature. The images are displayed in vector graphics format (as well as the histograms above),
such that the reader can zoom on the images and make his or her own observations.

By having a look at the global trend, we clearly see that we have different distributions across the classes.
Regarding the features that are numerical, i.e., the average left-horizontal margin, the first top-vertical
margin or the average column width, some of the document classes have values that are distributed in a
Gaussian-like manner, with mean values that significantly differs from one to another. Other document
classes do not exhibit a clear Gaussian-like distribution, and might not be useful for a classification task,
the concerned feature being taken alone. In fact, in a general manner, we can compute the correlation of
the features between each other, but also their correlation with the associated document classes. The results
are presented in the Table 2.1. The features are ordered in the same order as they were presented in the list
above.

Table 2.1: Correlation matrix, involving the five hand-designed features (in their order of presentation), and
the ground-truths values

Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3 Feature 4 Feature 5 Ground-truth
Feature 1 - -20.46% -65.28% 8.24% -1.86% 2.44%
Feature 2 - 9.62% -3.74% 1.17% -4.51%
Feature 3 - -4.27% 3.22% -1.48%
Feature 4 - -0.59% -3.65%
Feature 5 - -0.68%
Ground-truth -

We can see that none of the features is significantly correlated with the output. But this is not important,
since what will really matter is the interaction between several features. In fact, it seems even impossible to
predict the document class of a paper with a single feature as an average value of margins or column-width
(actually, it could work with some categorical feature such as font-family if the document class is the only
one to use the given font-family among all other document classes). But considering at the same time all the
geometrical features it is easy (at least, for a human being) to determine the document class, considering he
observed some representatives of each class.

Finally, what we can also note, is that our observations about the link between the column-width and
the left-horizontal margins is statistically verified, since the correlation coefficient between these features is
high and negative (-65.28%).

2.4 Model training and analysis of results

Before presenting the chosen modeling process and its results, we must prepare the dataset for the training
and testing. This is why we first make a split over our initial dataset, randomly keeping 80% of it for the
training part, and 20% of it for the test part.

If we directly train a model in these conditions, we will end-up having a weak model, because of the
existing imbalance between our classes. In fact, the model focuses on maximizing the global accuracy (i.e.,
the number of correctly classified samples divided by the total number of samples, without considering the
document class). As a consequence, with 4 classes that concentrate 75% of the data, the model will focus
on these ones and put the other ones away, especially the ones with lowest weight. Since we want our model
to be good for all classes, we need to force it to put a more balanced attention on each class.
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We must therefore artificially balance the weight of each class in order to overcome this problem: we
apply oversampling. Concretely, this consists in having for each of the classes, as many samples as the class
of greater weight. Since we have a limited dataset, we will simply randomly duplicate samples in low-weight
classes, until they reach a number of samples equal to the class of greatest weight. This oversampling will
also have the advantage of strengthening the learning by showing the model many samples. An illustration
of oversampling is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Illustration of oversampling technique.

With this oversampling method, we end up having 836.944 samples for the training set, and 210.766
for the test set. Since we have both categorical and numerical features, and since we have a lot of samples
and a quite important number of classes, random forests [Bre01] seem to be a good tool for our problem.
We tried other classification methods, some less advanced (logistic regression), or more advanced (Support
Vector Machines), but it turned out that random forests are giving the best results.

Random forests is a type of model belonging to the ensemble methods. The principle of ensemble meth-
ods is to combine multiple weak learners (i.e., models whose performance is not considered as being good)
in order to have a global model with good performance. The weak learners of random forests are decision
trees, which are trees that try to classify data. On each node of the tree, a condition (usually, an inequality)
over one feature of the data is evaluated. Depending on the answer, a branch is followed, and either leads
to another node (and thus, another evaluation), or a leaf, corresponding to one of the possible classes. The
random forest is thus composed of a set of decision trees (also called estimators), each of them being trained
with a different subset of the data. The random forest provides the data to be classified to all the estimators,
and finally makes a majority vote to decide which class is to be selected.

We used RandomForestClassifier from the Python package sklearn.ensemble. We needed to set some
parameters to make the training work. First of all, we needed to set a minimum number of samples par leaf
in the decision trees of the random forest. In fact, since we have important heterogeneity in our data, and
given the quite high number of classes, there is a high risk of overfitting if we let this parameter free (i.e., no
minimum number of samples per leaf: we could end up only having one sample per leaf). In fact, without
setting this one, we ended up having 100% of accuracy on the training set (classes being now balanced), but
a “bad” accuracy on the test set (around 40%). So, we decided to set this parameter to be 0.01% of total
observed samples (thus corresponding to around 84 samples, which corresponds to a little less than the size
of smallest classes before oversampling). We also decided to set the number of estimators (i.e., the number
of decision trees involved in the forest), to be equal to 1000. Usually, the default value is 100, but since we
have 33 classes, we wanted the most common decision to be stable enough by letting the algorithm have
more estimators.
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With these parameters, we succeeded in training the classifier. We are now presenting the results we
obtained. Before being more class specific, we can describe the obtained accuracies. By accuracy we denote
here, and basically for the rest of this report, the number of correctly predicted samples divided by the
number of total samples. As we already mentioned it above, this metric does not absolutely reflect the
performance of a model, especially if there is an imbalance among the classes. But since we made some
oversampling, this accuracy can also be interpreted as the mean of all observed accuracies in the different
classes. These metrics become relevant in the context of our problem, since it reflects how well the model
classifies our data, considering that every class is as important as the other ones.

We obtained, on the training set, an accuracy of 87.55% , and on the test set, an accuracy of 65.95%.
Before analysing these results, we are going to have a look at the obtained results for each class. Also,
in order to have a finer analysis of the model performance, we will use three additional metrics, which
are precision, recall and F1-score. Let us denote TPi the number of “true positives” for class i, i.e., the
number of samples that the model classifies in class i and that actually belong to this class. TNi will
then be the number of “true negatives” for class i, i.e., the samples that were rejected by the model (for
a multi-class problem, it corresponds to the situation where a model classified the sample not to belong
to class i, so basically to any other class), while actually not belonging to this class i. We also define FPi

as the number of “false positives” for class i, which is the number of samples that the model classifies in
class i while belonging to another class. Finally, we define FNi the number of “false negatives” for class
i, which correspond to the samples that are rejected by the model for class i but that do belong to this class i.

Now that we have defined those values, the precision score of a given class i is defined as follows:

precisioni =
TPi

TPi + FPi

The recall score of a given class i is defined as follows:

recalli =
TPi

TPi + FNi

And finally the F1-score, which is a combination of both precision and recall, is defined as follows:

F1-scorei = 2
precisioni × recalli
precisioni + recalli

We can now present the obtained results for each class, on training set and test set. They are shown in
Table 2.2.

We will not exhaustively present the results of each document class, but we can exhibit some interesting
results. We first see that all classes have better performance in train than in test. This is something com-
pletely normal and usual in machine learning, but it shows that we don’t have a problem in our data split
or in the training pipeline.

Then, we observe that some classes are really well classified, on which the model generalizes well. We
can cite the document class bmvc2k which has perfect scores in training, and around 97%/98% in test. We
identify other classes well classified by the model, such as cms, eptcs, iau/jfm, lipics, mdpi, sigma or
wbofc. It proves that the classification approach is relevant for the data we are interested in, since the model
succeeds in classifying an important number of classes very well (i.e., the features are such that the data
belonging to those classes are easily separable).

But we also identify some classes that are very poorly classified. In particular, two classes have perfor-
mance in test (for at least one metric), which is worse than a random classifier. Those classes are other

and book. In fact, we could have anticipated those bad results: these two classes are generic document
classes that can be personalized and parameterized as much as the user wishes. This differs from the doc-
ument classes associated with specific journals or conferences, where there are some standards that cannot
be changed. This is a really important result, since those heterogeneous classes will be particularly hard to
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classify. This will be further studied in the second chapter of this report. Finally, the remaining classes have
performance that vary from around 25% up to 85% for the different metrics.

To sum up, those results are particularly encouraging. But we must keep in mind that we are doing a
hard classification task, on 33 classes. Thus, even classes with performance metrics around 25% are way
above the results of a random classifier, whose performance would be about 100/33 ≈ 3%. Moreover, we only
use five hand-designed features, chosen from the prior knowledge we have about the domain. The modeling
is therefore quite simple, since it is made of both simple features and simple learning architecture.

This proves that not only a classification approach is justified and relevant for this task, but also that
using geometrical features is also relevant. We can have a look at the feature importance computed by the
random forest while training to verify this. The feature that has the most important weight is the first top-
vertical margin, with 32.7% of importance. Then, the four other features have a quite similar importance:
the average left-horizontal margin has 19.3% of importance, the most common font-family has 18.4%, the
average column width has 16.5%, and the font-size has 13.1%.

These five features are geometrical and all have their importance in the classification (we do not end
up having some irrelevant features that have really poor importance on the classification). For all those
reasons, it seems relevant to consider an approach that both complexifies the modeling (to further improve
the classification of classes whose performance is good but improvable), and keeps this geometrical analysis
of the papers. The natural modeling and architecture that corresponds to those criteria are Convolutional
Neural Networks (also denoted CNNs), that we will present in the second chapter of this report.
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Table 2.2: By class performance metrics for the random forest classifier model
Train set Test set

Document class Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score
aa 86% 90% 88% 77% 83% 80%
aastex 84% 95% 89% 51% 52% 51%
aastex6/aastex61/aastex62 73% 67% 70% 57% 58% 57%
achemso 79% 100% 88% 58% 65% 61%
acmart 98% 95% 97% 90% 95% 93%
amsart/amsproc 57% 32% 41% 19% 28% 23%
bmvc2k 100% 100% 100% 98% 97% 97%
book 96% 100% 98% 0% 0% 0%
cms 98% 100% 99% 94% 100% 97%
elsarticle 66% 58% 62% 40% 52% 45%
emulateapj 78% 84% 81% 55% 63% 59%
eptcs 97% 100% 98% 89% 88% 88%
iau/jfm 96% 100% 98% 96% 86% 90%
ieeeconf/ieeetran 67% 85% 75% 53% 84% 65%
imsart 83% 98% 90% 43% 31% 36%
iopart/jpconf 80% 79% 80% 59% 66% 62%
lipics 97% 100% 98% 86% 86% 86%
llncs/svmult/svproc 80% 77% 79% 63% 73% 68%
mdpi 96% 100% 98% 87% 100% 93%
mn2e/mnras 92% 96% 94% 62% 95% 65%
other 63% 3% 7% 24% 3% 6%
pos 95% 99% 97% 84% 87% 85%
report/wlscirep 90% 99% 95% 58% 47% 52%
revtex4 83% 61% 71% 68% 60% 64%
scrartcl 79% 92% 85% 40% 44% 42%
siamart171218 94% 100% 97% 58% 63% 60%
siamltex 93% 100% 96% 56% 43% 49%
sig 95% 100% 97% 81% 26% 39%
sigma 99% 100% 100% 94% 100% 97%
spie 89% 100% 94% 84% 80% 82%
svjour/svjour3 90% 79% 84% 62% 64% 63%
webofc 96% 100% 98% 89% 93% 91%
ws 85% 100% 92% 54% 65% 59%
Mean 87% 88% 86% 64% 66% 64%
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Chapter 3

Inferring document-class with
computer vision methods

In the previous chapter, we saw that a computer-based approach was relevant given the classification task
we are trying to achieve. In particular, Convolutional Neural Networks are widely used in the domain
of image classification. They consist of the successive application of filters to the original image and a
final flattening step to get numerical labels. Their popularity is mainly due to the fact that, compared to
fully-connected deep learning methods, such as Multi-Layered Perceptron for instance, the use of filters as
parameters drastically reduces the number of parameters, and makes the training and evaluation steps way
faster.

In the first section, we are going to present the data that will be used to train and test our CNN model,
as well as the pre-processing steps required to generate them. Then, in a second section, we will choose and
define the architecture that the computer vision models will have, and definitely confirm the relevance of the
use of such an approach to our classification task, by solving a 2-class classification problem. Then, in the
third section, we will train and evaluate a multi-class computer vision model on the same set of document
classes we used for the random forest model. Finally, in the fourth and last section, we will try to use
the observation about heterogeneity we made in the first chapter to define a new model and improve our
classification.

3.1 Data generation and image pre-processing

In this approach, we still use the same set of scientific articles from arXiv we used in the first chapter of this
report. In order to train an image classification model, we need images of the papers. In fact, we decided
to only generate one image per document, which is the image of the first page of the document, and this
for several reasons. First, we think that this first page contains a lot of geometrical properties that might
be helpful to determine the document class. We will (mostly always) find in the first page the title of the
paper, the authors, the title announcing the abstract, the abstract itself, and sometimes other information
that are specific to the journal or conference where the paper is published (for instance, the document
classes associated to some journals or conferences related to the Association for Computing Machinery have
a specific line describing the ACM category to which the paper belong to). Secondly, using multiple images
of a single paper would be technically harder, and would require using more advanced learning techniques.
For instance, if we want to feed our model image by image while still being able to proceed document by
document, we would need to use models that have a memory about the past such as R-CNN (use of both
Recurrent Neural Networks and Convolutional Neural Networks in a same architecture). We might not need
such complex architectures to train our model. We could still consider these if the results are not satisfactory
at the end.

Technically speaking now, we decided to convert, for each paper, the first page of the PDF version of
it as an image of size 512 x 512 pixels in Portable PixMap format (.ppm), with a Digit Per Inch (D.P.I.)
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resolution of 200. The choice of the size is justified by the fact that we wanted re-scaled squared images of
uniform size to handle potential differences in page formats among all documents. This re-scaling combined
with the resolution quite strongly reduces the clarity of the images. However, what matters the most is not
the textual content of the papers, but the geometrical patterns we will be able to identify in the images.

We also needed to modify a bit the image, by erasing the band of text that arXiv automatically adds to
the PDF of the papers, which most of the time contains an abbreviation of the document class we try to
predict, which would add an important bias to our classification model (since we want our model to be able
to consider papers coming from any platform, and not necessarily from arXiv).

An example of such a generated image from the PDF of a paper taken randomly in our dataset is shown
in Figure 3.1, exactly as they bill be taken as input by the model (or, at least, by the model pipeline, since
an extra step will be presented later).

Figure 3.1: Example of an image generated from the PDF of a paper randomly taken in our dataset

Once all the images are generated, we have a set of images which is ready to be fed to a computer vision
learning algorithm. We already have the associated document classes from the first chapter.

3.2 Defining the architecture of the computer vision models and
testing it with a 2-class classification problem

Before diving into our multi-class classification task, we will demonstrate the relevance of the use of CNNs to
predict the document class of scientific papers using the first image of the document. To do so, we will train
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multiple CNN models with some binary outputs, by randomly selecting two document classes and feeding
the corresponding images to the model.

Before training the model, we must load the data and do the last pre-processing step we talked about
earlier. This step consists of transforming the R.G.B. image into a gray-scaled image. We do this to make
sure that the model focuses on the geometrical patterns, and not on the patterns he could find in the used
colors.

Also, in order to have results that make sense and to be sure that our models will put an equal attention
to the concerned classes, we do some oversampling before training the models. However, we will not directly
duplicate the data as we were doing the first chapter. In fact, since we are dealing with images now, it would
require too much disk space to directly store the duplicated images. Instead, we are using a method from
keras.preprocessing.image.ImageDataGenerator, which is called flow_from_dataframe. This method
takes several arguments as input, and especially a pandas DataFrame containing both image names and
their associated ground-truth, as well as the path in which the images are stored. This therefore solves our
problem of disk space saving, since we just have to construct the DataFrame with all our images and their
ground-truth, and then do some oversampling on this DataFrame.

Finally, since we are randomly taking two classes over our 33 document classes, it is possible that we
end up choosing two classes with a small initial number of associated papers. As a consequence, we might
not really improve the total number of samples by doing oversampling, and the model might not have the
opportunity to converge towards stable results by looking at the images only at once. This is why we decided
to show the data to the model five times, to be sure that the obtained results are stable.

The data are now ready to be presented to the CNN model. But we have not defined the architecture
of this model yet. There were a lot of several possibilities, as the literature in this domain is well provided.
Some standard architecture that became famous are LeNet [LBBH98], AlexNet [KSH12], VGG16 [SZ14] or
more recently ConvNext [LMW+22]. The more recent the models, the more parameters they contain. The
most recent models have shown excellent results on image classification tasks. But they were designed to
handle images with really complex patterns, mostly in the context of pattern recognition or object detection
over images from the real-world (mostly pictures). The task we are trying to do does not really relate to
this kind of context, and we make the assumption, at least from our human perception, that geometrical
patterns over an image of a PDF document are not as complex as the one used to classify animal images for
instance. This observation, combined with the important amount of data we are processing, leads us to the
use of less complex models to do our classification task.

This is why we decided to use an architecture only made of three layers. Each of these layers will be
made of a convolutional layer (i.e., a set of filters), an activation function such as the REctified Linear Unit
(RELU), which is defined as f(x) = max(0, x), a down-sampling operation, which is initially inspired by the
brain’s functioning where regions of the visual field are associated with “receptive fields” in the visual cortex
(we will use the max-pooling operation, which consists in taking the maximum value observed on a sub-part
of fixed size of an image and assign this value to this subpart, or to a sub-part of reduced size), and finally a
dropout operation, which consists in randomly deactivating a neuron to make some regularization and avoid
overfitting.

Here are the successive layers of the model we built:

1. Zero-th layer. The zero-th layer is apart from the following ones, since it must take into account the
initial size of the images and since it will learn the first basic patterns of the images. We will therefore
not apply down-sampling and dropout operations on it.

• 2-Dimensional convolutional layer, with 32 filters, kernel size of (3, 3).

• RELU activation function.

2. First layer.

• 2-Dimensional convolutional layer, with 64 filters, kernel size of (3, 3).

• RELU activation function.

• Max-pooling operation, with kernel size of (4, 4).
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• Dropout operation, with probability of 25%.

3. Second layer.

• 2-Dimensional convolutional layer, with 64 filters, kernel size of (3, 3).

• RELU activation function.

• Max-pooling operation, with kernel size of (4, 4).

• Dropout operation, with probability of 25%.

4. Third layer.

• 2-Dimensional convolutional layer, with 128 filters, kernel size of (3, 3).

• RELU activation function.

• Max-pooling operation, with kernel size of (4, 4).

• Dropout operation, with probability of 25%.

We end up having a set of 128 filters, which can be interpreted as images (they are matrices of numbers).
They all share the same dimension (same length and width), which depends on the previous operations
(especially on the down-sizing operations). But we want to do image classification, which requires, for each
image given as input to the model, an output which is a class (in the case of this section, a binary class),
and not a set of filters. We therefore need to add an extra layer to the model, composed of the following
elements:

• Flatten operation. This operation consists in transforming the 2-D arrays that embody the final filters
into a 1-D array (or vector).

• Dense layer of size 32. A dense layer is a fully-connected layer, where each neuron is connected to
every neuron of the previous layer.

• RELU activation function.

• Dropout operation, with probability of 25%.

• Dense layer of size 1.

• Sigmoid activation function. The sigmoid activation function is defined as f(x) = (1+ exp−x)−1. It is
an activation function that is adapted to binary classification, since it tends towards the value 1 when
x takes increasing positive values, and towards the value 0 when x takes decreasing negative values.

The output of the function will therefore be a score between 0 and 1. To learn, the algorithm need
to know which optimization algorithm to use (the one that will update the weights of the model, i.e., the
values of the filters), as well as which loss function to use (the function that computes how far is the model
prediction from the actual ground-truth). We chose to use standards parameters for binary classification,
which are the ADAM optimization algorithm, and the Binary Cross-Entropy loss (BCE), which is defined
as:

BCE = y log(ŷ) + (1− y) log(1− ŷ)

where y denotes the ground-truth of a given sample, and ŷ the prediction for this sample. Since the
predicted score is a continuous value between 0 and 1, we simply need to threshold it at 0.5 to predict the
class of non observed samples.

By using this architecture, we end up having around 330 000 parameters for images of size 512 x 512
(over 3 color channels). We therefore succeeded in building an architecture with a relatively small number
of parameters, compared of the standards model we mentioned earlier: for instance, the VGG16 architec-
ture applied on images of size 224 x 224 (over 3 color channels) has a total number of parameters around
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138 000 000, i.e., 418 times more than our architecture.

The results obtained for a few models with the architecture presented above are shown in Table 3.1, with
two metrics we already presented above in the report: the accuracy, with 10−2 precision, and the F1-Score,
with unit precision (thus, equal to 100% if above 99.5%). We also ensured ourselves to make a train and
test split before doing the oversampling over the DataFrame (we therefore created two DataFrame objects,
one with 80% of the images, and the other one with 20% of it, and then we did the oversampling over both
of them).

Table 3.1: Performances of several CNN models trained with images of papers associated with two randomly
selected document classes

Train set Test set

Class name 1 Class name 2 Accuracy F1-Score Accuracy F1-Score
bmvc2k llncs/svmult/svproc 100.00% 100% 100.0% 100%
pos book 99.77% 100% 99.57% 100%
acmart imsart 99.78% 100% 98.79% 99%
aa llncs/svmult/svproc 99.92% 100% 99.92% 100%
mdpi cms 99.31% 99% 100.00% 100%
amsart/amsproc aa 99.91% 100% 99.90% 100%
acmart amsart/amsproc 99.70% 100% 99.85% 100%
revtex4 achemso 99.53% 100% 98.68% 99%

We immediately observe that the model succeeds in achieving the classification task. In fact, it got
almost perfect results on a few examples (where the classes were taken randomly). In particular, we can
notice that it also succeeded in correctly classifying an heterogeneous document class, on the model pre-
sented in the second row of the table (pos and book). Sometimes we observe test scores that are better to
train scores: this is due to the fact that we sometimes only have a few samples to test (for instance, if we
have two document classes with around 100 representatives, we end up having only 40 samples in the test set).

These results thus definitely confirm the relevance of the use of a computer-vision approach for our
document-class classification task. We will now present the model we use to achieve this multi-class classifi-
cation, as well as the results it gives once trained.

3.3 First modeling: single multi-class classification model

In this first computer-vision based modeling, we will simply adapt the classification task we did on random
forest to our CNN architecture.

The data are pre-processed and oversampled exactly as they were in the previous section. The architecture
of the model is almost the same as the one from the previous section, with some few modifications. Those
modification only concern the last (fourth layer) :

• Flatten operation.

• Dense layer of size 32.

• RELU activation function.

• Dropout operation, with probability of 25%.

• Dense layer of size 33 (the number of classes).

• Softmax activation function.
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We only changed the two last items of this fourth layer, to adapt the architecture to a multi-class
classification problem. The first change consists in having 33 outputs instead of 2, and the second change
in changing the final activation function. In fact, we saw earlier that Sigmoid was adapted to binary-
classification problems, since it outputs a single value between 0 and 1 from a single (real) input value. But
now, we have 33 different values as input. The Softmax function σ : RNc → (0, 1)Nc , where Nc denotes the
number of classes (in our context, 33), is defined as follows:

σ(x)i =
exi

Nc∑
j=1

exj

for i = 1, . . . , Nc and x = (x1, . . . , xNc) ∈ RNc

This Softmax function therefore returns, for each class, a “confidence” score between 0 and 1. We also
observe that:

Nc∑
i=1

σ(x)i =

Nc∑
i=1

exi

Nc∑
j=1

exj

= 1

Therefore, this “confidence” score can also be interpreted as a probability distribution. To make some
new predictions, we only need to choose the class associated with the maximum probability in the vector.
Formally, if we denote ŷ as the prediction, we have:

ŷ = arg max
j∈{(1,...,Nc}

σ(x)j

Finally, there is one more modification we must do to adapt the model to our multi-class classification
problem, which concerns the loss function. We previously used the Binary Cross-Entropy, which is in fact an
adapted version of the Cross-Entropy (CE) for binary classification. We thus now can use the Cross-Entropy,
which is defined as:

CE = −
Nc∑
i=1

yi log(ŷi)

where yi is the ground-truth of a given sample for class i (basically, 1 if the sample belongs to this class, 0
either), and ŷi its prediction for class i, i.e., the probability score outputted by the Softmax function for class i.

We can then train the model by using ImageDataGenerator objects as in the first section. Once the
training phase is over, we can evaluate the performance of the model. First, we observe a global accuracy of
98.42% on the training set, and of 93.31% on the test set. We can also have a look at more precise metrics
(precision, recall and F1-score) class by class. Those results are presented in Table 3.2, with the metrics
already presented above in the report.

Those results are globally very good. There is only a minor proportion of miss-classifications on both
train and test sets. But what we do observe on the results, and in fact especially on the test set (which
is the one that really matters since we can only measure how the model generalizes on it), is that most of
classes have excellent results, and that the overall performance of the model is severely badly impacted by
only a few classes. Among them, we have the class other, the class book and the class report/wlscirep.
They all have a F1-score below 70% on the test set.

This is an observation that we already made on the random forest classifier presented in the first chapter:
these classes contain a lot of heterogeneity since, despite the other classes, the users can personalize those
almost as much as they want (this is not completely true for class report/wlscirep, where only report is
used as a “generic” document class, but it was still merged with wlscirep due to their similarity in terms
of source code).
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Table 3.2: By class performance metrics for the CNN model with 33 classes
Train set Test set

Document class Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score
aa 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
aastex 98% 98% 98% 96% 94% 95%
aastex6/aastex61/aastex62 98% 99% 99% 93% 99% 96%
achemso 99% 100% 100% 98% 98% 98%
acmart 99% 98% 99% 96% 99% 98%
amsart/amsproc 94% 99% 96% 77% 98% 86%
bmvc2k 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
book 99% 100% 100% 79% 39% 52%
cms 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
elsarticle 98% 98% 98% 98% 97% 97%
emulateapj 99% 100% 99% 98% 97% 97%
eptcs 100% 100% 100% 97% 97% 97%
iau/jfm 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
ieeeconf/ieeetran 93% 99% 96% 82% 99% 90%
imsart 99% 100% 99% 97% 85% 91%
iopart/jpconf 99% 100% 99% 99% 99% 99%
lipics 100% 100% 100% 100% 94% 97%
llncs/svmult/svproc 99% 98% 99% 95% 97% 96%
mdpi 100% 100% 100% 100% 97% 99%
mn2e/mnras 100% 100% 100% 99% 99% 99%
other 93% 68% 79% 64% 68% 66%
pos 100% 100% 100% 100% 98% 99%
report/wlscirep 99% 99% 99% 60% 78% 68%
revtex4 90% 97% 93% 87% 96% 91%
scrartcl 97% 97% 97% 97% 83% 90%
siamart171218 99% 100% 100% 96% 93% 95%
siamltex 99% 100% 100% 93% 94% 93%
sig 99% 100% 100% 99% 94% 96%
sigma 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
spie 100% 100% 100% 100% 98% 99%
svjour/svjour3 98% 99% 99% 95% 97% 96%
webofc 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
ws 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 95%
Mean 98% 98% 98% 94% 93% 93%

This is why the idea of finding a way to treat the heterogeneous classes separately emerged. Succeeding in
doing so could not only improve the overall performance of the model by getting rid of the miss-classifications
in the concerned class (the “False Negatives” cases of this class, described earlier), bit also by getting rid of
the miss-classifications in the other classes (the “False Positive” in the other classes, i.e., the images predicted
to belong to other classes while belonging one of the heterogeneous classes). It would in fact simplify the
multi-class classification task. This is what we are studying in the next and last section of this chapter.

3.4 Second modeling: reject option and multi-class classification
model on non heterogeneous document classes

The aim of this last modeling is to find a technique allowing us to put apart the heterogeneous classes so that
the multi-class classification becomes simpler. The idea of judging a subset of a dataset as “irrelevant” for
a machine learning model is something that has already been studied under the name of reject option. It
takes its name from the idea that we want our model to be able to reject a prediction (or a training sample)
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if it belongs to the irrelevant subset of our data (with respect to the classification task we are considering,
the data are not irrelevant themselves).

By studying the subject through a relatively recent, quite exhaustive survey [HPVdP+21], it turned out
that we already integrated a certain kind of reject option in our previous models, by regrouping all papers
belonging to article and all document classes which didn’t have enough representatives to be considered
in the learning. But they are still two other significant document classes that are still not considered in the
other class.

In this paper, the authors distinguish two types of rejections. First, the ambiguity rejection, which
corresponds to the situation where our learned model didn’t put attention to certain regions of the instance
space. Concretely, it could correspond to a document which contains properties of two distinct classes, and
where the model didn’t learn other discrimination criteria to clearly know to which class it belongs. Then
we have the novelty rejections, where the classification model is given a new sample that is too dissimilar
to what has been observed. This second case is particularly of concern for our problem, since it is linked
to the notion if heterogeneity we already mentioned several times (in test, we can observe images of known
heterogeneous classes that are very dissimilar, but even images belonging to classes we don’t even know with
respect to the train set).

Moreover, by integrating a supplementary class aiming at gathering all the data to be rejected in a classifi-
cation model, we make the choice of an integrated architecture, where the rejector is directly integrated in the
classification model. This phenomenon is in opposition with our will to make the classification task simpler.
We thus have two remaining options: a dependent or a separated rejector. The dependent rejector uses the
output of the predictor (the classification model), to decide whether or not to keep the prediction or not. This
led us to choose a separated rejector. By separated, it is meant separated from the predictor. Unfortunately,
choosing this architecture directly prevents the rejector from doing ambiguity rejection. This is something
that is directly linked to the fact that it is separated from the rejector: since the rejector does not know what
predictions the model is making, it cannot know whether the decision will be too ambiguous or not. But
as we told earlier, what interests us the most is novelty rejection, which can be done with separated rejectors.

Concretely speaking, this kind of rejector most of the time takes the form of a filter acting upstream of
the classification model. We will therefore have two models to consider : the rejector, and the multi-class
classification model. The idea is that we will be able by training the multi-class model only on the non
heterogeneous classes by feeding it only with the samples that are not filtered by the rejector. This imply
the use of a simultaneous learning : each model will have its own architecture, and even its own datasets
(which will be presented later), in opposition with sequential learning, where both rejector and predictor
are trained at the same time (this is what we were doing with the ;other class in the modeling of last section).

The paper also presents two kind of models that can be used as rejector: the generative models and
the discriminative models. The generative models are mainly based on some probabilistic approaches, by
inferring the posterior distribution (in this case, whether it must be rejected or not), thanks to the prior
knowledge and the joint distribution. Bayesian classification allows such approaches, oftenly combined with
assumptions about the behavior of the random variables when evolving in complex systems, such as hidden
Markov models. This kind of modeling is not very well suited for our dataset, since we are dealing with
images. It could be possible to use them, but the second approach is more adapted. In fact, the discrimina-
tive approach directly focuses in finding the relationship between the input and the target classes. Methods
that can do such tasks are Support Vector Machines, decision trees classifiers, and also neural networks.
This is perfect for us, since we do have a tool based on neural networks that is well suited in the context of
images classification : CNNs. This is therefore the architecture we will use to design our rejector: a CNN
doing image classification with two (binary) possible output : rejected, and thus directly classified as too
heterogeneous to be associated with a specific class, or not rejected, and then provided to the multi-class
model.

We will now present in the next two sub-sections the rejector model and the multi-class classification
model.
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3.4.1 Rejector

The generation and pre-processing of the data are basically the same as the ones we used in the previous
computer-vision based models. The only difference we will observe is the associated target labels that now
become either 0 or 1. Especially, all documents that come from the original classes other, report or book
will be assigned to label 1 (to be rejected), and all the other ones will be assigned to label 0 (not to be
rejected).

Now regarding the architecture of the model, we could directly take the one we built in the second section
of this chapter, where we already did binary-classification with a CNN to validate the computer-vision based
approach. We will use the same architecture, but with slightly different parameters. Here are the successive
layers of the rejector that will be trained:

1. Zero-th layer. The zero-th layer is apart from the following ones, since it must take into account the
initial size of the images and since it will learn the first basic patterns of the images. We will therefore
not apply down-sampling and dropout operations on it.

• 2-Dimensional convolutional layer, with 64 filters, kernel size of (3, 3).

• RELU activation function.

2. First layer.

• 2-Dimensional convolutional layer, with 64 filters, kernel size of (3, 3).

• RELU activation function.

• Max-pooling operation, with kernel size of (4, 4).

• Dropout operation, with probability of 25%.

3. Second layer.

• 2-Dimensional convolutional layer, with 128 filters, kernel size of (3, 3).

• RELU activation function.

• Max-pooling operation, with kernel size of (4, 4).

• Dropout operation, with probability of 25%.

4. Third layer.

• 2-Dimensional convolutional layer, with 256 filters, kernel size of (3, 3).

• RELU activation function.

• Max-pooling operation, with kernel size of (4, 4).

• Dropout operation, with probability of 25%.

5. Fourth layer.

• Flatten operation.

• Dense layer of size 64.

• RELU activation function.

• Dropout operation, with probability of 25%.

• Dense layer of size 1.

• Sigmoid activation function.
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Basically, we changed the number of filters in each layer and the number of neurons in the first dense
layer. Even though we only have 2 classes, we are here trying to achieve a hard task, that we specifically
separated from the multi-class model since it was too hard to handle everything at the same time. Facing a
more difficult task needs to find a more complex modeling, and improving the number of parameters (can)
help the model do a good separation. With this architecture, we end up having a little more than 1.200.000
parameters, which remains reasonable compared to the standard architectures already presented.

The architecture being defined, we can now train the model. As usual, we splitted the dataset into a
train set and a test set, and we then applied oversampling to have balanced classes. We obtain an overall
accuracy of 91.47% on the train set, and 90.52% on the test set. A more detailed by class analysis with usual
metrics is shown in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: By class performance metrics for the CNN model used as a rejector (binary classes)
Train set Test set

Class Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score
Not to be rejected (0) 86% 99% 92% 85% 99% 91%
To be rejected (1) 99% 84% 91% 98% 82% 90%
Mean 92% 91% 91% 92% 91% 90%

Given the difficulty of the task, the results are satisfactory. We see that the model is better at detecting
the images that must not be rejected than the ones that must. We can see it thanks to the fact that recall
of class “to be rejected” is close to one, and therefore the number of false positives is close to zero (there are
really few images predicted as heterogeneous while actually not being). We also see it with the recall of the
“not to be rejected” class: since it is close to one, then the number of false negatives is close to zero (there
are really few images classified as not being part of not heterogeneous classes while currently being).

The model is not that accurate for the other class, where we do have more false positives for class not
heterogeneous and more false negatives for class heterogeneous. This will obviously have an impact on the
performance when using both predictor and multi-class model on new data, since there will be samples
presented to the second model that do not belong to any classes of the model (since they are in reality in
the heterogeneous class). Still, the performance stay interesting, since the accuracy of the heterogeneous
class is 82.45%, which is better than the best accuracy among the heterogeneous classes in the version with
33 classes (with an exception for report, which was merged with a standard class which has really good
performance as we are going to see in the next subsection).

3.4.2 Multi-class classification model (with 31 classes)

Now that the heterogeneous classes are put apart with the rejector, we can train a CNN to do our document
class classification without those. To be more specific, we are removing for the list of 33 classes, all the
images that came from the original classes (44 classes) other, report and book. We just have to remove
other and book on the set of 33 classes since these are the same as the original ones. It is not the case for
report class, which was merged with wlscirep. To solve this, we just have to remove from the images of
class report/wlscirep, all the images that were in class report at the beginning. As a consequence, we
end up having 31 possible classes for our classification problem.

Regarding the architecture, we will use the exact same architecture as the one presented in the third sec-
tion, except that the last dense layer will have 31 output neurons instead of 33. The rest remains unchanged.

We can now train the model. As always, we do a train and test split of the dataset (80% and 20%
respectively), and we then apply oversampling to it. We obtain an overall accuracy of 99.20% on the train-
ing set and 97.15% on the test set. A more detailed by class analysis with usual metrics is shown in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: By class performance metrics for the CNN model with 31 (non heterogeneous) classes
Train set Test set

Document class Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score
aa 99% 100% 99% 99% 100% 99%
aastex 99% 96% 98% 99% 91% 95%
aastex6/aastex61/aastex62 97% 99% 98% 94% 99% 97%
achemso 100% 98% 99% 100% 98% 99%
acmart 99% 98% 98% 91% 99% 95%
amsart/amsproc 99% 99% 99% 85% 99% 92%
bmvc2k 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
cms 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
elsarticle 94% 99% 96% 97% 98% 98%
emulateapj 98% 100% 99% 100% 99% 99%
eptcs 100% 100% 100% 97% 97% 97%
iau/jfm 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
ieeeconf/ieeetran 99% 98% 99% 90% 98% 94%
imsart 100% 100% 100% 92% 94% 93%
iopart/jpconf 100% 100% 100% 95% 99% 97%
lipics 100% 100% 100% 98% 94% 96%
llncs/svmult/svproc 100% 100% 100% 97% 97% 97%
mdpi 98% 98% 98% 100% 97% 98%
mn2e/mnras 99% 99% 99% 100% 100% 100%
pos 99% 99% 99% 100% 98% 99%
wlscirep 100% 100% 100% 100% 98% 99%
revtex4 98% 98% 98% 97% 98% 97%
scrartcl 99% 99% 99% 97% 91% 94%
siamart171218 99% 99% 99% 96% 96% 96%
siamltex 100% 100% 100% 96% 96% 96%
sig 100% 97% 98% 100% 90% 95%
sigma 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
spie 100% 100% 100% 100% 98% 99%
svjour/svjour3 98% 98% 99% 100% 95% 97%
webofc 100% 100% 100% 98% 100% 99%
ws 100% 100% 100% 100% 92% 96%
Mean 99% 99% 99% 97% 97% 97%

We end up having excellent results now that the heterogeneous classes are not in the model anymore. Not
only their absence improves total accuracy, but they were also impacting the performance of other classes
(by being predicted as part of some non heterogeneous classes, while actually belonging to one of the het-
erogeneous). For instance, class revtex4 had for precision, recall and F1-score, on the test set, respectively
87%, 96% and 91% in the model with 33 classes, and upgraded to 97%, 98% and 97%. We still observe some
decreases in performance, but not as high as the increases: it is most of the time a matter of one or two
percents. For instance, webofc had for precision, recall and F1-score, on the test set, 100% on each score,
and decreased to respectively 98%, 100% and 99%.

Finally, it is hard to tell if the combination of both rejector and multi-class classification model without
non heterogeneous classes performs significantly better than the model with all the 33 classes. But we showed
that this was this heterogeneity that was preventing the model to be very accurate, and that there exists
quite performant methods to detect these too heterogeneous images.
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Conclusion and improvements

To sum up, we have successfully completed the task of classifying document classes of scientific papers. We
first showed the relevance of such a task, by extracting five relatively simple features, which were supposed
to be sufficient to exhibit characteristics allowing classification. We conducted a statistical study on these
variables to achieve this. Then we trained a random forest model with this data, which not only confirmed
that the classification task was feasible with more complex modeling, but also that a geometric approach
was relevant to the task being performed.

This is how we studied the use of computer vision methods for the classification of these document
classes. In particular, the use of CNN made it possible to complexify the modeling, based on geometric
characteristics, while limiting the number of parameters to be trained. The use of this type of model has
proved effective for our classification task, but we have observed that certain classes, whose heterogeneity is
too great, limit the model’s performance. This is why we conceptualized a last modeling, based on the use of
a rejector, allowing to filter these too heterogeneous classes and to result in a multi-class model containing
only homogeneous classes. The performance obtained by the two models are very satisfactory, given the
difficulty of the task to be performed.

However, it is certain that the limited time of the project did not allow us to make a thorough study of
the subject, and that improvements could be imagined, particularly for computer-based vision models, since
these were the ones with the most promising results. First, we chose to use a very simple CNN architecture
to make our classification. We made this choice based on the principle that given the first results, it was
not necessarily to choose more modern architectures containing more parameters. However, we then chose
to use a rejector because the performance was too negatively impacted by too heterogeneous classes. But
perhaps the use of more complex modeling could help to cope with this difficulty related to heterogeneity,
and to keep only one classification model, instead of having to set up two successive CNNs.

Considering now that we would like to keep this modeling by CNNs with few parameters, we only looked
at the novelty rejections, but not ambiguity rejections. It might be interesting to set up a system to avoid
making a decision if a scientific article is too close to two (or more) of the 31 CNN classes. In particular,
we could use a dependent-rejector architecture, based on the probability distribution explained in chapter
two. This could be done by quantifying how far is the probability distribution of such an example from
the distributions of the other predicted examples (especially the ones of the closest classes). In particular,
we could use the Local Outlier Factor [BKNS00], which is based on the local density of each example with
respect to the others.

Finally, it would be interesting to exploit the prediction of document classes to perform other, more com-
plex, tasks. For instance, we could try to see the performance of extracting theorems, definitions and other
mathematical contents from scientific article (in the context of the project TheoremKB, already presented
above), by combining what we know about how document classes structure the mathematical contents and
the document classes we extract thanks to our classification models.
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Appendix A

Number of papers per document
class, after class merges

Document class Number of papers
other 31801
revtex4 17256
amsart/amsproc 15329
ieeeconf/ieeetran 9494
elsarticle 3903
llncs/svmult/svproc 3183
mn2e/mnras 3031
aastex6/aastex61/aastex62 2282
acmart 2034
aa 1541
svjour/svjour3 1434
iopart/jpconf 1228
emulateapj 1030
pos 559
scrartcl 484
aastex 445
report/wlscirep 394
iau/jfm 332
imsart 330
lipics 320
achemso 306
spie 284
ws 249
siamart171218 220
eptcs 183
mdpi 178
siamltex 175
webofc 174
sig 146
bmvc2k 134
cms 129
book 122
sigma 113
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Appendix B

Distributions of the hand-designed
features, for each document class
(from feature 1 to feature 5)
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